Baroclinic development is studied with 2 linear, quasi-geostrophic models. One model is the Eady model, the other uses more realistic wind, density, Coriolis, and static stability. Initialvalue solutions are diagnosed using time series of potential enstrophy (H ), total energy (E), the components of H and E, and the amplitude norm. Two vertical structures for the initial condition are used for both models. One initial condition is representative of a class of initial conditions studied previously having enhanced nonmodal growth (NG). The other initial condition approximates observed conditions prior to cyclogenesis. Results are shown for the most unstable normal mode wavelength of each model. The growth rates of the components of H and E evolve quite differently for different initial states and models tested. NG in H is shown to be sensitive to the contribution of the boundary potential vorticity (BPV) of the initial state; small adjustments in eddy structure at the boundary significantly alter BPV and H growth rates. The amount of NG is related to how far BPV present initially differs from the asymptotic normal mode. The effect upon NG of each approximation present in the Eady model (but not in the other model) are considered. Using realistic mean flow shear, static stability, or compressibility can significantly reduce NG but including linearly varying Coriolis parameter did not. Two conceptual models of NG are considered. Growth by increasingly favorable superposition remains relevant. Growth by ''tilting into the vertical'' is shown to be incorrect.
Introduction
amplification exceeds the unstable normal mode growth rate, it shall be referred to as ''nonmodal Studies into the mechanisms of baroclinic growth'' (NG) here. instability often focus upon two growth mechanThis study reports on initial-value calculations isms: unstable normal modes and ''nonmodal'' using two linear QG models and two distinct growth (NG) . Charney (1947) and Eady (1949) initial conditions (ICs). Both ICs are used in an examine the growth of perturbations on basic earlier report in Tellus (Grotjahn and Tribbia, states with vertical shear only. They found 1995). One IC (Fig. 1a) consists of troughs and unstable ''normal mode'' eigenfunctions for the ridges that each have upstream tilt and are each linearized, quasi-geostrophic (QG) equations that continuous throughout the troposphere; if a stragrow exponentially. When the equations are tosphere is present in the model, this mode decays solved as initial value problems using more general exponentially above the tropopause without furinitial eddy structures, the eddy can change shape ther upstream tilt. Following the naming used by and can have temporary amplification. When this Grotjahn and Tribbia, this IC will be labelled the ''connected'' case. Similar ICs have been used by Farrell (1984 Farrell ( , 1985 , Grotjahn et al. (1995b) , and .   .  Fig. 1b shows the structure of this ''separated'' case IC. The results for this IC have broader applicability. Varying the relative magnitudes of the upper and lower features by a factor of two changes the details but not the general conclusions drawn here. The amount of NG and the evolution through time to reach the most unstable normal mode structure was shown by Grotjahn and Tribbia (1995) to be substantially different between these two ICs. This study is motivated in part to understand better why the NG should be so different. A second motivation is to examine why the growth is also different between the two models. Finally, the NG that develops varies between the parameters tracked over time. For example, amplitude may have notable NG while energy does not in a given calculation. Better understanding of how and why these differences arise helps to clarify the nonmodal mechanism and the instability problem.
The issue of nonmodal development is usually shown in the growth rate of various integral quantities. Growth rate of total energy (E) has been included in studies by : Farrell (1982) , Grotjahn et al. (1995b) , Rotunno and Bao, 1996; Dong and James (1997) . Some studies have examined growth rates of streamfunction or geopotential amplitude (Grotjahn, et al., 1995b; Grotjahn and Tribbia, 1995: Rotunno and Bao, 1996) . Growth rates of QG potential enstrophy (H ) have also been tracked over time (Grotjahn, et al., for the two primary initial conditions (ICs) used in this 1995b; Grotjahn and Tribbia, 1995 over a finite time (O'Brien, 1992; Joly, 1995) . Few
The Eady model only extends to z=1.0 studies further partition the integral quantity by examining growth rates of the components (Dong and James, 1997). (To be fair, additional studies that the amount of upstream tilt had little effect upon the magnitude of the peak growth rate, but show time series of the components, but it is generally impractical to discern growth rates from did alter the timing: peak growth occurred later for larger upstream tilt. Hence, results for this such figures.) However, Joly (1995) shows peak growth rates of singular vectors for kinetic and IC can represent a wider class of initial conditions having upstream tilt and similar amplitude available potential components of E. Fischer (1998) considers enstrophy and potential energy throughout the troposphere.
The other IC is an archetype for observed growth optimized over finite times in the Eady model. We have not identified any report tracking conditions prior to cyclogenesis. Prior to development (Grotjahn, 1996) observed troughs are not the growth rates of the components of H and E and this paper is intended to fill that gap. The connected and each has little or no upstream tilt. This IC consists of separate, upper and lower utility of partitioning H and E is illustrated here primarily using a model described in Grotjahn troughs (and ridges) in the troposphere. Each trough and ridge initially has no vertical tilt. (1980) (D=10 km), speed (V =10 ms−1), and the advect-If the basic state wind (U) increases with height, then a positive correlation between the eddy meriive time scale (L /V =105 s).
This set of equations is solved numerically as dional wind (Y x ) and the eddy potential temperature (Y z ) will increase the perturbation energy. an initial-value problem. The numerical model is spectral in the horizontal, uses second-order finite Another measure of growth during the evolution of a cyclone is the potential enstrophy integral: differences in the vertical and the 3rd order Adams-Bashforth scheme is used for integration through time. The model uses 31 levels in the H= 1
The model is fully three dimensional, but the experiments shown here use a very large where q is the perturbation QGPV in the model's meridional wavelength. The results shown use the numerical form of interior and boundary potential zonal wavelength, k, of the most unstable normal vorticity. The continuous differential expression mode. The most unstable wavenumber is k=1.6 for the components of q* is (Bretherton, 1966 ; for the Eady model and k=2.05 for the G model. Lindzen and Tung, 1978) :
Diagnostics
The growth in the solution is measured by +e
(6) calculating various dynamical properties of the disturbance. The most common properties are the mass-weighted, volume integrals of total energy O'Brien (1992) has shown that q* in (6) is (E), potential enstrophy (H ), and root mean numerically equivalent to the QGPV obtained square perturbation amplitude (L2 norm). The from (1) in the limit of vanishing grid interval. integrals in these quantities are solved numerically We obtain the total q at the boundaries prior to using the Simpson 1/3 rule.
squaring when evaluating (5). An alternative proThe exponential growth rate of a quantity F is cedure has been suggested (Hakim, 2000) where given by the two boundary PV terms are separately squared and added to the integrated interior PV squared. The first term in (6) is the relative vorticity (RV),
(2) the second term is labeled ''thermal'' vorticity (TV), and the third term is the potential vorticity This rate asymptotes to twice the growth rate of due to a potential temperature gradient on the the most unstable normal mode if F is E or H top and bottom boundaries (BPV). When only since those are squared quantities; s F asymptotes RV is used in (5) it is labeled the RV2 integral. to the normal mode growth rate if F is the Similarly, TV2 and BPV2 integrals are defined L2 norm.
using just TV and just BPV in (5). In order to The integrated mass weighted total energy is facilitate comparison with the growth rate of H, defined as it is useful to examine what may change H. The potential enstrophy varies in time according E= 1
to where subscripts denote differentiation. The first dH
) two terms comprising the integrand are the kinetic energy (KE) and the last term represents the (see, e.g., Grotjahn (1993) , p. 369, 7.4 for a review). available potential energy (APE). The KE and For a positive meridional gradient in basic-state APE terms shall be evaluated separately, as well QGPV (Q y >0), a negative correlation between as summed (=E).
the eddy meridional wind (Y x ) and the eddy The Eady and G models only allow baroclinic QGPV (q) increases the perturbation potential energy conversions. Hence, enstrophy. ''Star'' superscripts are not used in (7) because numerical model expressions are used in
practice when evaluating q and Q y . In the Eady model Q y =0 in the interior and exists only at the tinuum modes) have no tilt. Furthermore, neutral modes with mainly upper level amplitude move boundaries, so that time changes in H can only occur from correlations on the boundaries. The faster than lower level modes (when the basic wind increases with elevation). Hence, the superposition more general G model has nonzero interior Q y , but the boundary Q y is still much larger and increases as the total solution changes tilt from upstream to becoming more vertical, i.e., the growth in potential enstrophy remains largely forced by the boundaries. Examination of the modes are becoming more favorably aligned. This change of tilt also implies changes in the componeigenmodes for the G model shows large surface BPV in the normal modes, but minimal BPV in ents of q; thus NG is sometimes described as TV (and possibly BPV) being converted into RV. If most but not all of the continuum modes. This property contrasts with the Eady model where all RV is growing then so is the perturbation amplitude (Fischer, 1998) . normal and continuum modes have at least a moderate amount of BPV.
Amplitude growth is commonly revealed using this norm: From (7), one may deduce the contributions to H by looking at the respective meridional fluxes of RV, TV and BPV. When that is done, the L 2=
) growth rate time series is dominated by the BPV flux. The TV flux is much less: it is consistently about one tenth of the total in the G model. The 3. Solutions integrated RV flux contribution to the potential enstrophy growth rate is zero. This pattern holds 3.1. Overview for both cases and both models and so need not be shown. Instead, growth rate time series for Solutions for the connected and separated initial conditions ( Fig. 1) are presented with emphasis TV2, RV2, and BPV2 integrals are discussed since there is interesting variation of these quantities. upon the G model results. Analogous simulations with the Eady model are noted for comparison NG can be viewed as superposition of overlapping modal properties (Rotunno and Fantini, with past works. The G model has no short wave cut-off. Representative solutions are shown for the 1989; Davies and Bishop, 1994; Grotjahn et al., 1995b; and others) . A general initial condition most unstable normal mode, near k=2 for the G model (and near k=1.6 for the Eady model). (such as those used here) has interior and boundary perturbation q. The q projects onto the comBefore discussing growth rates results, it is useful to define an ''excess growth'' (EG) ratio. The EG plete spectrum of eigenmodes. Consulting (7) these modes propagate and their q components are ratio is the peak growth rate divided by the asymptotic value (due to the most unstable normal advected at different rates. The total H may amplify from eddy PV fluxes at the boundary and, for mode present). When this ratio exceeds 1.0 then NG is clearly present. Nonmodal growth may the G model, interior fluxes too. In the Eady model there is more overlap of eigenmodes' occur even when the instantaneous growth rates are less than the most unstable mode growth rate; boundary q than in the G model. But, the q of the eigenmodes has much greater overlap in the inter-for example, when the unstable mode is a small fraction of the total solution. However, this ratio ior (see Grotjahn et al., 1995a ) of the G model. (''Continuum'' eigenmodes in the Eady model have is a simple parameter that facilitates comparison between the strength of the nonmodal mechanism non-zero q at the critical level.) Sorting out the superposition for a general initial condition is for different properties of a given initial condition. Table 1 summarizes key properties of the growth possible by examining the modes present (based on their projections) but a simpler way to sort out rates of H and E as well as their components.
Peak values as well as asymptotic values are the NG in the aggregate is to examine the components of q.
shown; the latter correspond to the most unstable normal mode. The table indicates that growth Another view is that NG arises from reduction of upstream tilt. The tilt of the total solution can rates in excess of the normal mode growth rate occur sooner for the connected than for the separbe linked to increasingly favorable superposition. Neutral modes (be they normal modes or con-ate initial conditions. For the energy integral (3) and L2 norm, NG is greater for the connected is much less than the NG in BPV2. This point is reinforced by three variations on the separated case, as reported before. However, the potential enstrophy integral (5) has greater NG for the initial condition.
The first variation on the separated IC replaces separated IC, a result that may be surprising since E, TV, APE, L2 (and thus RV and KE) all have the values at the two lowest grid points (below z=0.1 units) with a linear extrapolation using the less NG for this IC.
slope at z=0.1; initial root mean square (RMS) BPV is 2.5 times larger after this modification.
Potential enstrophy components
This ''linear'' IC is difficult to distinguish from the original when plotted, but the NG both in the The bulk of the growth rate of H is due to meridional fluxes of BPV. Table 1 and Fig. 3 show BPV2 integral and in H are dramatically reduced by this modification (Table 3) . A second modified that BPV2 also has large NG especially for the separated IC thus causing H to have larger NG separated IC sets the bottom grid point equal to the next interior grid point. The change makes for the separated IC. Both initial conditions have distributions of the components of q* that differ BPV zero initially. This ''no BPV'' IC has largest EG ratio of H. A third variation on the separated greatly from the unstable mode. Table 2 implies that TV2 is much larger than either RV2 or BPV2 IC uses the two eigenmodes having the largest projection onto the separated IC: those are the and that BPV2 is nearly negligible for the separated IC. The amount of BPV at the start seems growing and decaying normal modes. (The largest projection onto any continuum mode is more than to play a crucial rô le in the amount of NG that develops in the H growth rates. This conclusion 5 times smaller.) There is more BPV present in this ''two-mode'' IC than for the separated IC is supported by testing variations on the separated IC.
because each of the two modes has large BPV and the modes are offset at the bottom. The growth The separated IC used here has very small BPV. This IC has a maximum value but small vertical rate never exceeds the asymptotic value. Hence, NG in H can be strong when there is initially derivative (in stream function) at the bottom boundary. Hence, the initial state has very little little BPV (relative to the most unstable normal mode); NG is less when the BPV fraction of H surface temperature gradient and thus very little BPV. The BPV2 integral growth rate includes differs less from the normal mode fraction.
Consulting the components also helps explain the BPV in the denominator, so this integral develops large NG at the start as it adjusts. At results that do not conform to the ''tilting into the vertical'' conceptual model of NG as described the same time, the fraction of TV present in the IC is much larger than for the growing normal above. An example is the evolution of an initial state with neither vertical tilt nor vertical variation. mode and since TV2 grows very slowly, NG in H This ''vertical'' IC is similar to the connected trough (Fig. 1a) except the axes are vertical, not tilted. Analytic solutions for this IC in the Eady model can be found in Farrell (1984) and in Simmons and Hoskins (1979) . In Grotjahn et al. (1995b) the L 2 norm starts with negative growth rate for this IC; the ''tilting'' conceptual model predicts this if APE is growing at the expense of KE (and hence RV). Initially, TV and BPV are zero so that H is entirely RV squared. However, H not only has positive growth rate but EG>1 in this case. The reason is because early on both TV2 and BPV2 have very large growth rates: EG>2 for t<1.0. Interestingly, BPV and TV are developing in tandem, maintaining a ratio of RMS values very close to the normal mode ratio from the earliest time steps. H has peak EG ratio of 3 at t=0.4 but RV still dominates the other parts of q*. RMS RV versus RMS TV is 25 times the normal mode fraction at t=0.4. The RV2 growth rate is less than the normal mode rate until about time 3, consistent with the emergence of the unstable normal mode. The Eady model has similar time series except that the EG ratio of H is much larger than in the G model. The challenge is to explain how H can have such large NG when the largest component (by far) is growing at a rate well below the normal mode value.
From the information above, one expects the answer to flow from examination of BPV since meridional fluxes of BPV dominate the growth rate of H. Even though BPV is initially small, a flux quickly develops and continues to grow rapidly since BPV has large NG as well. One might expect the axes in the vertical IC to tilt downstream with height, but instead, upstream tilt (against the basic state shear) forms immediately. Furthermore, the amplitude profile quickly approximates a normal mode. Top and bottom maxima are easily seen in zonal cross sections by Fig. 3 . Growth rates of H (solid line) and selected components: RV2 (short dashed line), TV2 (dot-dashed line), and BPV2 (long dashed line). H is quasi-geostrophic potential enstrophy, RV is relative vorticity, TV is ''thermal'' vorticity, and BPV is the potential vorticity from a temperature gradient at the top and bottom boundaries. See text for definitions. Shown are G model results using (a) connected and (b) separated IC and (c) the Eady model using the separated IC. Abscissa is nondimensional time. Table 2 . RMS potential enstrophy components and energy in the two main initial conditions and for the most unstable normal mode (asymptotic value) at wavenumber (k) (not shown) and separated ICs are generally similar to the G model results. Fig. 3c shows growth rates of H and its components for the separt=1.0. The solution evolves similarly in the Eady ated IC. The main exceptions are these. First, the and G models. The vertical IC has largest projec-asymptotic (normal mode) growth rate is much tion onto the two normal modes in both models. less (Table 1) so it takes about twice as long for In the G model, the continuum modes with largest the normal mode to emerge. Second, the amount projections onto this IC also have structures, near of NG present is generally larger particularly for the tropopause or near the bottom, rather like the the separated IC. The EG ratio for BPV2 is similar normal modes. Continuum modes that have between the two models. The RV2 integral growth mainly mid-tropospheric maxima have comparatrates have similar EG ratio for the connected IC, ively small projection. (The Eady and G model though NG is stronger for the separated IC in the continuum mode structures differ significantly and Eady model. The larger NG in the Eady model are discussed in Grotjahn et al. (1995a) .) For the occurs mainly because of larger NG in TV2. Third, Eady model normal mode, RV and TV sum to the growth rate time series of TV2 for the conzero and only the BPV portion of q* contributes nected IC (not shown) is negative in the Eady to H growth. In the G model, RV and TV still model during the first unit of time (it is positive have some cancellation so they are still a smaller throughout the G model integration). Eventually, fraction of q than is BPV. When the solution TV2 recovers to exceed the normal mode value begins to look similar to a normal mode, TV and (Table 1) . TV2 has greater ''roller coaster'' oscilla-RV largely cancel and the BPV growth rate starts tions at the start (Fig. 3c) . to dominate the growth rate of H. Since the total The G model improves upon the Eady model solution looks like a normal mode while BPV still several ways and generally has less NG. The effects has large NG, then H has large NG too. These on NG of these improvements were tested by results suggest that the ''tilting'' viewpoint is not modifying and running the Eady model with just comprehensive as a metaphor for NG; tilt against one G model improvement at a time. The separthe vertical shear is developing in this case and ated IC was chosen since it shows stronger differyet NG is large.
ences between the models. Compressibility and The superposition metaphor does explain the realistic static stability have negligible effect upon NG in H. The vertical derivatives are zero in the the normal mode growth rate at k=1.6 consistvertical IC so BPV is zero. Projecting the eigenent with Green (1960) and Grotjahn (1980) . modes onto this vertical IC finds large amplitude BPV in the 2 normal modes that is exactly can-Compressibility and static stability modifications have little effect upon growth rates of RV2 and BPV2, but TV2 is reduced at early times (t<2.5) even becoming more negative. Since TV is the largest fraction of q* in the IC, H is reduced as well. The realistic static stability lowers the EG ratio of H by about 10%. The zonal wind in the G model has larger vertical shear in the lower two thirds of the troposphere, but much less above in order for the wind to reach a maximum near tropopause level. The higher shear makes the modified Eady normal mode growth rate at k= 1.6 about 30% larger. As a result, RV2, BPV2, and H have dramatically smaller EG ratios; for H the ratio is about 40% smaller. The asymptotic values are reached sooner, too.
Ironically, TV2 grows more quickly and now exceeds the normal mode growth rate slightly (near t=4.8). Introducing linearly-varying Coriolis parameter causes the normal mode growth rates to decline by about 15% at k=1.6. The initial oscillations take longer. Peak values of H and BPV2 are similar to the standard Eady model, but since the normal mode growth rate declined, the EG ratios are higher by about 25%. The ''roller coaster'' variation in TV growth rate is even more pronounced. In short, most of the improvements to the Eady model reduce the NG present in H. The connected IC has troughs and ridge axes (a) connected and (b) separated IC and (c) the Eady that tilt (upstream) against the mean flow shear. model using the separated IC. Therefore, this IC has: temperature displaced from the mass field, zonal mean meridional eddy heat fluxes, and large initial growth in the total energy imum (near t=1.3) is clearly NG-related while the curve after t=4 looks like an emerging normal as expected from (4). In the separated IC the amplitude does change with height but there is no mode. As with the connected case, there is more NG for the KE than for the APE. Consulting upstream tilt, and so the heat fluxes are small in a volume average. Consequently, E grows much Table 2 , one sees that the initial ratio of KE over APE is much less for both ICs (by a factor of~2) more slowly at the start and has little or no NG for the separated IC.
than the normal mode value. This result seems similar to the potential enstrophy result that NG Figs. 4a,b show the time series of growth rates for E, KE, and APE for the G model. Again, is stronger the more a component in the IC is less than the asymptotic value. One can see this effect connected and separated ICs are plotted. Examining the components reveals that the bulk by reconsidering modified ICs introduced in the potential enstrophy discussion. of the NG in the connected case is due to rapid KE growth (Table 1 ). The peak APE growth rates When the separated IC is modified to have larger BPV at the bottom (the ''linear'' IC) there are only slightly greater than the normal mode value. Fig. 4b illustrates the point in the KE time is slightly more APE as well. Since APE is the largest component ( Table 2 ) this means that the series for the separated IC: the first relative max-the total solution onto the eigenmodes. However, conversations provided through the course of this such projections are tedious in practice.
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